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T

he global security landscape has changed dramatically over the past
few decades, altering how military forces are recruited, trained, and
deployed globally. As a result, interfaces between armed forces and civilians have been shaped in numerous new ways. Just think of the “wars
against terrorism” waged by coalition forces typically headed by a few
large military powers but engaging other nations with no, or limited, recent war experience. Think of the increasing deployment of military personnel and technologies to provide “homeland security,” and the growing
use of troops for “military operations other than war” (MOOTW), including tasks such as border control and provision of security at major public
events, as well aiding in humanitarian crises a er devastating disasters.
Think of the crisis simulations, operational exercises, and live demonstrations of military capacity that take place in public spaces with civilians
as audience. Think also of the trend away from large conscripted armies
toward smaller voluntary forces, and the concurrent growth of public relations departments within the armed forces (Ben-Ari this volume). Think
of the global recirculation and use of militarized human capital, security
equipment, and expertise (Grassianni this volume), or of the more subtle
presence of “things military” in the commercialized products of the entertainment, technology, and fashion industries or indeed in the landscape.
And think of the large number of civilians employed at army bases or
who assist veterans, soldiers, and families in need, not to mention military
reserves who continuously traverse civilian–military boundaries. Indeed,
circumstances under which relations between civilians and militaries are
established are many and diverse.
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In this volume, we argue that a plethora of critical civil–military encounters demand anthropological a ention and necessitate reconceptualizing the field of civil–military relations, which continues to be firmly
anchored in the classical debates within political sociology and political
science. The basic dilemma that underlies theorizing within these disciplines has centered on the military’s potential threat of using the organized means of violence at its disposal to take over political, social, and
economic institutions. Hence, previous theorizing has primarily focused
on issues concerning appropriate and eﬀective control mechanisms ensuring that military force is used in the interest of society and not against it.
This perspective, however, pays li le heed to how ordinary civilians encounter and experience military institutions during their everyday lives,
nor how civilian life influences the military. We find this line of inquiry
critical because it can illuminate how military and civilian domains are
tied together, constituting complex entanglements destabilizing the classic civil–military binary and manifesting themselves in unexpected ways.
Accordingly, our volume explores the particular perspectives that ethnography and anthropology can contribute to documentations and conceptualizations of, and critical debates about, current civil–military relations.
Anthropology is methodologically well suited to capture ongoing transformations and manifestations of civil–military relations from unique
empirical positions that go beyond and add to the restricted, nationally
framed institutional gaze. Moreover, anthropology can develop innovative theoretical vocabularies enhancing our understanding of the reach
and depth of these entanglements.
In what follows, we briefly position the anthropological study of civil–
military relations in its wider scholarly background and elaborate on our
analytical framework. First, we outline the field’s formative sociological legacy and then proceed to discuss some anthropological research trajectories
that have clear relevance for the study of civil–military relations but which
have only partly or indirectly been conceptualized in those terms. The body
of sociological and anthropological literature discussed here is not exhaustive but suggestive of how the scholarly field of civil–military relations has
developed. We end by charting out an agenda for an anthropology of contemporary civil–military entanglements building on the limitations and
gaps that the ethnographic cases make visible in the existing literature.

The Sociological Legacy
Generally speaking, scholarly studies of the relations between the armed
forces and societies are characterized by a broad development that has
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taken place in political sociology and political science (Lomsky-Feder and
Ben-Ari 2000). This movement should be pictured as a number of successive, and cumulative, intellectual waves—each wave characterized by a
central theoretical model. All however, proceed from the realization that
the central core—the starting point for any analysis—is that the uniqueness of the military (along with the police) lies in the organization of legitimate (if at times contested) state violence (Boene 1990).
The examination of military and society relations in the post–World
War II era was launched by scholars focusing on the military as a social
institution and on its leadership as a professional and social elite. The emphasis here was on the links between military and civilian sectors of society within a structural-functionalist perspective (Burk 1998; Huntington
1957; Janowitz 1971, 1976; Moskos 1976). These kinds of studies tended
to focus on the institutional level, and their problematique revolved around
the capacity of political systems to balance democratic arrangements with
security considerations, the prominence of military elites in decision-making, and allocation of resources to military eﬀorts. The dominant conceptualization within this approach was on how permeable the boundaries
were between the civilian and military sectors and the mutual influence of
the more extreme orientations of both spheres (Luckham 1971). Because
the overwhelming stress within this approach was on institutions and on
elites, li le was said (or asked) about war as an “autonomous” phenomenon, as an occurrence with a distinctive set of implications for society.
The second wave of research thus investigated the ways in which societies and nations are “made” through preparation for, mobilization toward,
and the perpetration of wars. Based in critical sociology, this perspective
included “sociological” and “cultural” versions. In the more “sociological”
vein, war was examined as part of the social order, and especially as an
integral part of state institutions as they impact wider society. This was
evinced in what may be called the “State, Society, and War” approach:
for example, modern war was examined as a primary means by which
the state establishes its power within society by mobilizing resources for
external conflicts. The most compelling dimension of these studies has
been to show how war (or its possibility) works toward centralizing the
state and contributes to the institutionalization of the means of violence in
a given society (Giddens 1985; Mann 1988; Tilly 1995). Accordingly, while
the earlier school focused on the relations between the armed forces and
society, this approach concentrated on how war is part of ongoing relations between state and civil society. Such diverging analytical foci were
predicated on very diﬀerent assumptions (Lomsky-Feder and Ben-Ari
2000). First, while the initial (functional-institutional) approach was developed in the heyday of America’s success in World War II and was esCIVIL–MILITARY ENTANGLEMENTS: Anthropological Perspectives, edited by
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sentially celebratory, the la er (conflict-statist) approach was formulated
in the context of the Cold War and the debacle of Vietnam, and was highly
critical. Second, the distinct frameworks called a ention to diﬀerent issues: the first to institutional linkages (the structure of a regime) and the
second to focal points of power and dissension (in and around the structures of the state). Third, while one asked about the mechanisms by which
democracies continued to function in face of the importance of the military, the other asked about how armed struggles figured in the manner
by which democratic states were enhanced by certain kinds of militarism.
Studies belonging to the “cultural” approach are allied with the critical
sociologists but uncover the manner by which militarism is constructed.
This scholarship is concerned neither with the direct study of the military
nor with the state, but with pa erns of cultural construction since it examines the cultural means by which war is sacralized and constructed in
collective memories. Within the social sciences, this broad wave includes
such works as those carried out by Kertzer (1988) and Da Ma a (1984) on
political and military rituals, or by Mosse (1990) on military cemeteries.
The next wave of studies took up many of the macro-level insights of
the previous approaches to explore how social construction of the military
and war aﬀects individuals’ life-worlds. Since the mid-1980s, scholarly investigations began to ask questions about military experiences—in a sense
foreshadowing many of the concerns that anthropologists have taken up.
For example, the studies in the collection by Segal and Sinaiko (1986)
demonstrated the importance of a “bo om-up” approach to analyzing
(American) military life and the utility of studying hitherto li le explored
areas such as socialization into the military, the criteria by which soldiers
appraise their own service, or the creation within the armed forces of certain folk images and stereotypes. Other works (Eisenhart 1975; Shatan
1977) suggested the profitability of analyzing military training in symbolic or ritualistic terms. Similarly, Edna Lomsky-Feder (1998) examined
how war and military service figure in the personal narratives of Israeli
men. In theoretical terms, these studies linked constructions, structures,
power, and resources related to the armed forces and war to individual
military and civilian experiences.

The Anthropological Entry
With rare exceptions, anthropologists have usually ceded the study of
civil–military relations to sociologists and political scientists, perhaps as a
consequence of the discipline’s historical focus on “exotic others” and “society” rather than the state. Moreover, the proclivity of ethnographers to
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study the underdog and the marginal has le the study of elites and mainstream (including the military) a relatively understudied subject (Gusterson 1993: 60). Finally, most American anthropologists have viewed the
U.S. military in terms of the Vietnam debacle and, since 9/11, through the
lens of the occupations of Iraq and Afghanistan. Consequently, the armed
forces have o en been regarded as somehow morally tainted and therefore not “worthy” of anthropological research, and anthropologists in any
way linked to the military have been seen as in some way “polluted” (BenAri 2011; Rubinstein 2012). Indeed, Greenhouse’s (1989: 49) suggestions
seem to still hold: that because of the common premise pervading our
discipline that war is pathological, and because of a professional value
orientation that opposes armed aggression, key cultural questions about
conflict and the armed forces have been obscured.
While one would expect the armed forces to be a critical site if one
wants to understand the contemporary social and cultural significance of
armed conflicts (Ben-Ari 2004, 2008), there are relatively few ethnographic
studies of the role of armed forces in violent conflicts. As Krohn-Hansen
(1994: 367) emphasized, anthropological studies tend to focus on the victim’s perspective, o en ignoring the perpetrators or the relations between
the parties to violence. While it is important to document and consider
how wars and armed conflicts impact the everyday lives of ordinary people, the analysis of victims’ tribulations does not necessarily tell us much
about how relationships between civilians and the armed forces develop
and are experienced. In response to this gap, some anthropologists have
directed their a ention toward perpetrators of violence. However, most of
these studies have concerned the emergence and actions of nonstate actors
such as vigilante groups, rebels, and guerrilla fighters (Grätz 2007; Hoﬀman 2011; Nordstrom 1997; Thiranagama 2014; Vigh 2006), positioned on
the margins of society and whose use of violence is not legitimized by,
but may in fact be directed at, the state. Moreover, many studies in this
tradition do not aim to understand relations between perpetrators and
victims, but to explore the structural and cultural factors that have pushed
or pulled particular groups toward a violent life trajectory.
Military forces, however, have not been entirely absent in anthropological research. A few early contributions included studies of the militaries
of authoritarian regimes or majority world countries, but it was only with
the critical end of the Cold War that a distinct anthropology of the military
began to emerge (McFate 2005). The end of the Cold War resulted in major
transformations having dramatic impact on the armed forces. Bickford’s
(2011) study of how unification of Germany undermined the lives and
identities of former East German oﬃcers is one example. The initial euphoria following the fall of the Berlin Wall disappeared with the advent
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of a new kind of abhorrent war, variously termed “asymmetrical wars,”
“hybrid wars,” “postmodern wars,” or simply the “new wars” (Hoﬀman
2007; Kaldor 1999; Münkler 2005), with a heavy involvement of nonstate
actors mobilized around “identity politics” and deliberately targeting civilians. While the Global South experienced the lion’s share of these wars,
they also manifested themselves at the doorstep of Europe and tore the
Balkans apart (Cushman 2004; Halpern and Kideckel 2000; Schaüble 2014).
A decade later, the events of 9/11 resulted in a new generation of asymmetrical wars, as armed forces from the United States, the United Kingdom, and other industrial democracies coalesced in “the global war on
terror,” “peace-building,” “counterinsurgencies,” or, more benignly, “humanitarian wars” (Masco 2014; Frederic, Rubinstein, and Zoli this volume).
Suddenly, it seemed violence that had previously been mostly limited to
“out there” came “home,” and the areas traditionally studied by anthropologists became connected to the anthropologists’ own home countries
in new and forceful ways. Civilian urban spaces transformed into “battlespaces” with citizen surveillance (Graham 2009), and troops returning
from tours to the more remote zones of prolonged wars also brought war
back home. This escalation of transnational military operations reinforced
the scholarly interest in the military that had emerged with the end of the
Cold War, and a more critical military anthropology was added to the
ethnographic descriptions of militaries.
Issues that interested anthropologists from the outset were the armed
forces’ internal organization or cultural pa erns, and how civilians were
transformed into soldiers—issues that continue to generate insightful research as armies transform themselves in response to new political conditions and security challenges (Ben-Ari 1998b; Danielsen 2015; Frederic this
volume; Hawkins 2001; Holmes-Eber 2014; Kirke 2000; Nørgaard 2004;
Simons 1997, 1999; Sion 2004; Winslow 1997). One also finds a growing
body of literature on the gendered nature of militaries (Aciksoz 2012;
Altinay 2004; Bickford 2003; Duncanson 2013; Enloe 2000; Haaland 2008;
Higate 2003; Kilshaw 2009; Kronsell and Svedberg 2012; McSorley 2013;
Stachowitsch 2013; Sylvester 2014; Whitworth 2004; Woodward and Jenkings 2013). Another focus area, producing rich ethnographic studies,
is military communities around army bases in the United States (Frese
2008; Hawkins 2001; Lutz 2001; MacLeish 2013) and around the world
where anti-base movements caught anthropological a ention (Altinay
and Homes 2009; Fitz-Henry 2011; Inoue 2007; Lutz 2009; McCaﬀrey 2002;
Schober 2016; Vine and Jeﬀrey 2009). The global military connection was
also the core of Gill’s (2004) study of the training of other countries’ troops
in American military schools, and of anthropological studies of the transformation of national armies in former colonies (Agyekum 2016).
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The deployment of armed troops from several nations with United
Nations or NATO mandates resulted in a series of studies of peacekeepers (Frederic this volume), but also, and very importantly, a revival of
studies of war veterans (Gustavsen and Haaland this volume), in vogue
in the wake of the two world wars. While earlier studies were the territory of historians occupied with how nations reconciled themselves
with the ramifications of “trench warfare” (Mosse 1990; Winter 1995),
today studies focus almost exclusively on veterans’ experiences of combat-related injuries and suﬀering. As noted by Hautzinger and Scandlyn
(2014), PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder), TBI (Traumatic Brain Injury), and depression have been identified as the “signature injuries” of
post-9/11 wars, and medical anthropologists are making valuable contributions to this field, challenging psychiatric approaches by emphasizing
the social dimensions of these disorders (Finley 2011; Kilshaw 2007, 2009;
Messinger 2013; Moss and Prince 2014; Tomforde this volume). While
contemporary wars demand fewer casualties, insurgents’ frequent use of
IED’s (Improvised Explosive Devices) repatriate many veterans in need
of complicated surgeries and amputation. The body, which anthropological studies of soldiering have demonstrated to be key to the development of the masculine warrior, now threatens to become the source of
processes of emasculation (Wool 2012, 2015; MacLeish 2012; Messinger
2009; Wool and Messinger 2012). Other studies have investigated the ties
linking armed forces to their societies: Altinay (2004) on the influence of
the Turkish armed forces in the country’s education system, and Ben-Ari
and Frühstück (2003) and Sørensen and Pedersen (2012) on how civilians
are exposed to the military as audiences at public events demonstrating
military capacities or in ceremonial celebrations of the warrior hero. Each
new war requires legitimization, and veterans returning from combat
yearn for appropriate social recognition of their eﬀorts, as Gustavsen and
Haaland (this volume) show. The cultural understandings and social positioning of veterans, however, are contestable and changeable, and some
anthropological works address the dynamic social construction of public
images of “the veteran” (Aciksoz 2012; Gustavsen 2016; Sørensen 2015
and forthcoming; Truusa and Kasearu this volume). Moreover, “things
military” not only appear in the public sphere, but enter our everyday
lives in numerous and subtle ways (Enloe 2000; Lutz 2001, 2002). Building
on Der Derian’s (2001) work, Gonzalez (2010) shows how the U.S. military
markets itself through movies, toys, etc. and infiltrates American families,
while Tomforde (this volume) explores how contemporary artists portray
the experience of German troops abroad. Sørensen (2015) demonstrates
how the Danish military regulates ties between deployed troops and their
families. Truusa and Kasearu (this volume) in a like manner underscore
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how service in the military by Estonian husbands is a central theme in the
narratives of their wives.
Military anthropology may still be in its infancy, but it is vibrant and
has already demonstrated its relevance to understanding one of the key
factors that shape today’s world. The authors of the chapters appearing in
this volume concur that the military and civil–military relations deserve
a central place in contemporary anthropological research, both in terms
of ethnographic exploration and conceptual elucidation. In the following
section, we trace out our argument for an anthropology of civil–military
entanglements as one way to build on existing achievements and what we
consider remaining gaps and shortages.

Civil–Military Entanglements
A few key propositions inform the way we rethink civil–military relations
from an anthropological perspective in the current global security landscape. Each addresses what we consider two limitations of the sociological
legacy: its exclusive focus on Western nation-states and its rather uncritical adoption of the “civil–military” institutional dichotomy. Anthropological writings on processes of economic and cultural globalization have
provided us with an alternative source of inspiration, which we find pertinent to the study of contemporary wars and security landscapes. Anthropologists’ eﬀorts to capture the complex and dynamic flows and linkages
associated with globalization have given rise to a rich and creative analytical vocabulary, including concepts such as “assemblage” (Ong and Collier 2004; Marcus and Saka 2006), “scapes” (Appadurai 1996), “friction”
(Tsing 2005), and “entanglement” (Thomas 1991; Hodder 2012). Despite
diﬀerences in focus and emphasis, scholars are in broad agreement that
globalization is marked by contingency, and is inherently open-ended and
partly unpredictable, which calls for analytical a ention to the specific
and local. Hodder (2012: 88), who himself employs the notion of “entanglement,” emphasizes that this goes beyond networks simply connecting
separate entities, and implies dialectic relationships between productive
and enabling “dependence” and constraining and limiting “dependency.”
Moreover, he contends, entanglements potentially destabilize and reconfigure the constituent parts: “It is not that there are no such divisions, but
that the distinctions are eﬀects or outcomes” (Hodder 2012: 91).
We can be er understand the nature and dynamics of contemporary
civil–military connections, if our a ention to entanglements translates
into two distinct, but interrelated analytical moves: first, we need to incorporate the views and experiences of nations or groupings with diﬀerCIVIL–MILITARY ENTANGLEMENTS: Anthropological Perspectives, edited by
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ent war trajectories and world order positions, but without losing sight of
how these are embedded in wider transnational or global se ings; second,
we contend that the macro-sociological civil–military dichotomy is one
social, cultural construct that tends to reduce related phenomena to a simple either/or classification within which one entity or process is “civilian”
or “military.” Instead of this dichotomous view we suggest directing our
analyses toward its disaggregated constitutive elements; the actors, sites,
discourses, technologies, objects, etc. that are mobilized and reconfigured
in innovative ways and make up particular, sometimes unexpected manifestations of civil–military relations.
Political scientists and sociologists are not alone in focusing their thinking about militaries and their surrounding societies on Western nations.
In fact, anthropologists studying the military have mostly focused on the
United States, and their works have inadvertently come to constitute the
analytical and moral template for exploring civil–military encounters and
relations elsewhere, shaping thematic and theoretical orientations and
influencing what is considered appropriate or legitimate anthropological
lines of inquiry. It is thus largely due to the preoccupation of American
colleagues that the military, its army bases, and its communities have
emerged as a recognized ethnographic field within anthropology, and inspired anthropologists from elsewhere to scrutinize the role of the military in their own societies. American military anthropology, however, has
not only been a source of inspiration, but also a constraining factor or at
times even a moral gatekeeper when its heavy preoccupation (sometimes
obsession) with the way our discipline has been “subtly moulded by the
priorities of national security state and the exigencies of other people’s
wars” has been projected onto the global community of anthropologists
by default (Gusterson 2007: 156; see also Price 2008, 2011a, 2011b: Wax
2003).
But not all anthropologists—and especially those outside the classic
and new hegemonic powers—have served such a role, and not all anthropologists are marked by the same kind of disciplinary guilt trip about anthropology’s role in colonialism (Ben-Ari 1998a, 2011) and consequently
about its role in “serving” the armed forces. By stating this, we do not
imply forsaking our discipline’s critical potential, but rather insist on anthropology’s trademark as a globally and holistically oriented discipline,
which calls for an examination of civil–military entanglements from the
vantage point of countries with a diﬀerent “war trajectory and culture”
than that of the United States. Lutz (2002) makes a similar point, but
whereas she is primarily interested in how diﬀerent national histories are
tied to legitimization and glorification of military action, we propose a
broader, more open-ended and comparative exploration of how particular
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civil–military connections are shaped, negotiated, and entangled in social
life in diﬀerent places. This volume aims to make a modest contribution
to a more diversified exploration of contemporary civil–military relations
from the vantage points of such cases as Israel or the United States, societies fundamentally ordered in and around armed conflict and internal
security concerns, and Japan, Germany, Norway, and Denmark, countries
that, each in their way, have long avoided military deployment, but are
currently slowly adapting to the new global security landscape and its
political agendas, and renegotiating the purpose and mandate of their respective armed forces.
A central concern of American military anthropologists has been with
processes of militarization, which entails a complex process where institutions of civilian society are configured in preparation for and conduct
of war and violence. Militarization, Lutz argues, “is simultaneously a
discursive process involving a shi in societal beliefs and values in ways
necessary to legitimate the use of force, the organization of large standing
armies and their leaders, and the higher taxes or tribute used to pay for
them” (Lutz 2002: 723). Importantly, the mobilization of civilian institutions for war is intimately linked to the creation of hierarchies of race,
class, gender, and sexuality, and leaves noticeable as well as more subtle
traces in public space and popular culture, as several of the chapters in this
volume explicate. For anthropologists, it is in the very everydayness, the
taken-for-granted nature, of militarization that makes it such a dominant
force since it entails unquestioned ways of organizing societies, groups,
and individuals. The countries included in this volume have all embarked
on processes involving militarization, but despite remarkable similarities
regarding how militarization operates and manifests itself, there are also
significant diﬀerences, which are rooted in the countries’ unique war histories and memories, pa erns of social organization and cultural values.
Militarization is never a straightforward process, as Frederic (this volume) shows, since it may be replaced by processes of demilitarization.
However, in this respect anthropologists are uniquely situated to study
how the armed forces bargain with various civilian entities. At the heart of
such bargaining lies the armed forces’ autonomy to manage and practice
violence, but it extends into negotiations about the entitlements, status,
social welfare, and recognition that members of the armed forces should
enjoy, as well as struggles over competing discourses and cultural imageries of military, nation, and society, and of veterans, soldiers, and civilians.
Uesugi’s contribution (this volume) underscores this by showing how
Ghurkas who have served in the country’s armed forces for generations
struggle for inclusion in the citizenship regime of the United Kingdom. In
turn, the social position of civilians and soldiers is o en intimately linked
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to the ways in which the military’s potential for lethal violence is represented and legitimized or rejected in the cultural imagery. Ben-Ari’s contribution (this volume), for instance, charts out the ways in which popular
culture is used to so en the images of Japan’s Self-Defense Forces and
gradually habituate diverse publics to their presence in society and their
actions (see also Frühstück 2007). Another example is the perception of recent activist position taken by Denmark in embarking on foreign deployments as a revival of its long-suppressed national identity as a warrior
nation (see also Sørensen and Pedersen 2012; Sørensen and Linnet nd.).
The military’s potential for violence runs as a thread through much
scholarly writing, including anthropology, and with recent developments
in the global security landscape there is good reason not to dismiss this
focus. However, war and violence do not always take center stage in civil–
military relations. Agyekum (2016) provocatively suggests the existence
of “positive militarization” when the armed forces utilize their unique resources and competences to support society in times of distress, distributing and coordinating emergency relief without the use of force. Whether
the military’s role in such “operations other than war” is best perceived as
an example of increasing “securitization” of nonmilitary areas (Bajc 2007;
Fosher 2008; Tierney and Bevc 2007), or is indeed “civilizing” (or be er
“civilianizing”) the military to consider the use of violence a last resort,
as Agyekum suggests, can only be properly answered empirically. In any
case, it is important to consider how militaries’ benign activities are tied
to their potential for violence in their bargaining of relations to civilian
populations, whether at home or at sites of operation.
We argue for the inclusion of more “national voices” in exploring
present-day civil–military relations and remain critical of the nation-state
as a natural analytical framework. That said, it is important to recognize
that national militaries are globally entangled. Nordstrom (1997, 2004)
forcefully argued that the concept of “local wars” is largely a fiction since
they are anything but local, but instead imbricated with much larger systems. Lutz in her work with Nonini (1999) and the essays by Tanaka and
Frederic (this volume) demonstrate how transnational economic and political processes have transformed people’s livelihood and increased levels of conflict, violence, and warfare. The global entanglement of national
armed forces is, for instance, reflected in joint policy making and cooperation through supranational institutions, deployment of multinational
coalition forces, exchange of security information, joint training and exercises, and military equipment and expertise purchases, as well as in collaborative eﬀorts to develop postdeployment responses to war veterans’
needs and mutual inspiration regarding public display of military powers
or public commemoration of fallen soldiers.
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Our second proposition concerns the conventional “civil–military” dichotomy itself, inherited from theories in political science and military
sociology, which demarcates “military” and “society” as two bounded
and opposed entities (Lutz 2001). We contend that it is analytically useful to disaggregate the dichotomy, by which we mean delineating how
“civil” and “military” relations occur and are negotiated at multiple levels
(macro, meso, micro), involve various actors (ministries, governments, interest organizations, individual soldiers/families, celebrities, media, cultural institutions, the public), and take place in a plethora of domains/sites
(parliaments, streets, homes, museums, the internet, or garrisons). Our
disaggregation is linked to our understanding of what could possibly be
the core issues of the study of civil–military relations. For example, the ties
between the military and local governments and communities, economic
corporations and subcontractors, the media and lobbies, or humanitarian and human rights movements do not seem to involve only problems
of civilian control, the central concern of many writings on civil–military
relations. Rather, each kind of link is marked by its own “logic of action”
and its unique practices and meanings.
This point is crucial, for it emphasizes anthropology’s promise to capture ethnographically the multiple ways in which “things military” (institutions, people, values, symbols, objects, etc.) are entangled with “things
civilian” (people, social life, or popular culture). In this sense, anthropology seeks not only to address the classic issues of how societies aﬀect the
military, but to explicitly go beyond a focus on states and militaries, beyond law and politics. This point implies directing our analytical gaze
toward the mundane, the ordinary, parts of lives and experiences (in
homes, museums, schools, companies, associations, etc.) in which the
armed forces and various civilian entities negotiate, cooperate, and sometimes conflict.
Seen this way, moreover, we can appreciate how a look beyond formal
institutional arrangements and institutional forms reveals that civil–military entanglements are fluid, blurry, contestable, and always negotiable.
As Woodward (2004) shows, the very landscape of a territory is something
that is constantly created, changing and evolving in interaction with military and security considerations. And as Gustavsen and Haaland (this
volume) argue, Norway’s historical trajectory reveals how civil–military
entanglements may expand and diminish but also become more and less
transparent. Tomforde (this volume) shows how diﬀerent historical periods are marked by diverse entanglements between the military and artistic worlds. In a complementary manner Rubinstein and Zoli (this volume)
demonstrate both the tensions between and the blurring of the roles of the
military and police via veterans’ critiques of militarized policing.
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One promising contribution of anthropology to civil–military thinking
lies in its ability to trace out the ripples and reverberations of entanglements to areas not usually associated with such ties, but which are significant for how war, violence, and the military shape contemporary societies.
The essay by Sørensen and Heiselberg examines the eﬀects deployments
abroad of Danish soldiers have on family dynamics and domestic family life, demonstrating the intricate links between global processes and
the most intimate kinds of interpersonal ties (see also Heiselberg forthcoming; Sørensen 2013). Moreover, in its a ention to everyday situations
where soldiers occupy social roles as partners, fathers, and human beings,
this study challenges the elusiveness of civil–military relations and undermines the dichotomy between clearly demarcated institutions characterized by more or less permeable boundaries, and points out how such
distinctions are always situational and depend on context. Tanaka’s study
(this volume) shows how such global-intimate ties can be expressed at an
even deeper level: he shows how the very bodies and bodily sensations
of Okinawan civilians are shaped by the mundane practices of fighter jets
taking oﬀ and landing at American Air Force bases near their homes. A
further move away from the institutional conceptualization of the civil–
military complex is exemplified by the studies of Grassiani and Pedersen
(this volume), as they demonstrate how notions of “civilian” and “military” assume particular but shi ing moral values in relation to wider
security and war agendas, and how their a achment to objects, people,
and situations becomes one way of creating moral hierarchies. In Grassiani’s study, the Israeli security industry’s labeling of security solutions
marketed to Kenya as “combat proven” is one way to discursively declare
their reliability and create obscure entanglements between Palestinian
zones and Kenyan citizens. Although such representations are obviously
related to how the “reputational content” of the military and of military
personnel are promoted or besmirched, their import seems to go beyond
the situational. People use talk about “things military” as a medium for
discussing or evoking images of themselves and of the societies they live
in. Pedersen’s study traces how Danish civilians’ moral confutation of killing and the armed forces’ commitment to casualty aversion interfere with
the soldiers’ processes of military becoming.
Our approach to “civil–military entanglements” accentuates the methodological questions that have always accompanied anthropology’s engagement with war, violence, and the military. These have included reflections on the risks, dangers, and implications of conducting fieldwork
under fire (Nordstrom and Robben 1999); cautionary remarks that scholars could be seduced by high ranking informants in the military (Robben 1995); arguments regarding the inevitable political position of any
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researcher (Frederic 2016; Castro 206; Rubinstein 1998; Weber 2016); and,
not least, ethical considerations regarding anthropologists’ embeddedness within military institutions and units (Gusterson 2003, 2007; Gonzalez 2004a, 2004b; Kelly and Jauregui 2010; Lucas 2009; McFate and
Lawrence 2015). Gazit’s interrogations (this volume) take us a step away
from discussions about fieldwork during times of war and armed violence to questions about fieldwork under conditions of (constant) war
preparations and what at present seems to be an ever deeper and subtler
penetration of “things military” into ordinary lives. It is also in this light
that the collection edited by Rubinstein, Fosher, and Fujimura (2012; also
Rubinstein and Zoli this volume) should be seen: as showing the variety of issues and engagements between anthropologists with the military
and other parts of the national security state. The most important message from their collection is that we must be wary of homogenizing the
experiences of anthropologists studying civil–military engagements. To
this we would add that we should also be constantly alert and imaginative in searching out possible empirical manifestations of civil–military
entanglements.

The Structure of This Volume
As the chapters of this volume reveal, “things military” and “things civilian” meet and get interpreted, negotiated, and entangled at many levels
and in many of social contexts. While we acknowledge that civil–military relations are always framed by the particular security and political
environments of nation-states, and that it is important to heed how nation-states diﬀerently positioned in the global security landscape produce
civil–military relations, this volume is not primarily intended to provide
an overview of national instantiations. Instead, in order to accentuate
the salient point that in our contemporary world, “things civilian” and
“things military” do not (only) constitute a macro-level binary, but are
indeed intertwined at all levels and take on many disguises, the chapters are organized to provide examples from diﬀerent domains. The first
section illustrates how civil–military relations are embedded in everyday
lives and intimate relations. The next group of chapters concern public
social space, where civilians experience the military as consumers of some
sort. Section three is closer to the original aim of civil–military studies,
as it directs its focus at how “civilian” and “military” are inscribed in the
contract between state and citizens. The next section takes us to the global
and international domain. Finally, we recap and integrate the essays in an
editorial epilogue.
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